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Abstract

Our study explores the extent to which entrepreneurial orientation (EO) impacts post-IPO firms in achieving innovation
milestones, as indicated by patent, and the related equity market consequences. We find that a stronger emphasis on EO
leads to a larger volume of patents. Interestingly, this positive relationship between EO and patents is stronger in older
firms and when firm founders do not have a science or engineering background. However, a more pronounced EO focus, a
soft signal, escalates firm-idiosyncratic risk. This risk is counterbalanced by patents, a hard signal, which tend to reduce the
effect. In our analysis of a large firm-day panel (N=1,079,421), high-value patents enhance the relationship between EO
levels and abnormal returns of post-IPO firms, implying that patents amplify stock return growth for high-EO firms who
signaled their risk-taking and innovative behavior prior to obtaining these patents. To assess the long-term effects of EO,
we implemented a one-month buy-and-hold portfolio strategy over a 19-year period (2002—2020). This strategy resulted
in significant returns, an annualized excess return of 20% (Annualized FF-UMD alpha as 10%). Our research contributes
substantively to the marketing-finance interface by integrating EO rhetoric with signaling theory, and we offer managerial
implications.
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